The important issue for association rules generation is the discovery of frequent itemset in data mining. Most of the existing real time transactional databases are multidimensional in nature. The classical Apriori algorithm mainly concerned with handling single level, single-dimensional boolean association rules. These algorithms scan the transactional databases or datasets many times to find frequent itemsets. This paper considers mining hybrid-dimensional association rules, from transactional database, which is very interesting and useful in real life business decision making. A novel algorithm is proposed for mining hybrid-dimensional association rules using multi index-structures for storing multidimensional interdimensional and intradimensional frequent-itemset, and it stores all frequent 1-itemsets after scanning the entire database first time in the temporary table for compression of the transactional dataset. From then, k-itemsets are generated with no further scan of the datasets. Compared to traditional algorithms, this algorithm efficiently finds association rules in multidimensional datasets, by scanning the dataset only once, thus enhancing the process of data mining.
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